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1. INTRODUCTION 
Permutation characters and permutation modules play an important role in 
finite group representation theory. It is therefore desirable to know which 
generalized characters of a group are generalized permutation characters-that 
is, integral linear combinations of permutation characters. All characters of 
symmetric groups are generalized permutation characters, as are all rationally 
represented characters of p-groups. Several papers on generalized permutation 
characters have appeared but as far as we know ours is the first characterization 
of generalized permutation characters for arbitrary finite groups. See the 
introduction of [6] for a discussion of some recent wprk on generalized permuta- 
tion characters. 
Our approach to the problem involves systematic use of p-integral linear 
combinations of irreducible characters of a group G, rather than merely integral 
linear combinations. Clearly a generalized character of G is a generalized 
permutation character if and only if it is a p-integral combination of permutation 
characters for all p dividing 1 G I. 
Before we state our main theorem we must give two definitions. For the 
first, let G be a group, p a prime number, and (x) a cyclic #-subgroup of G. 
Let x be a rational-valued class function on G, and let P, be ap-Sylow of Cc(x). 
We define a class function xZ on P, by x=(p) = x(px) for p E P, . For the 
second definition, let H be a not necessarily normal subgroup of a group G 
and let 9 be a class function on H. We say that 0 is G-invariant if 0 has the 
same value on any two G-conjugate elements of H. In the statement of the main 
theorem which follows, pZ will denote a p-Sylow of N&x) containing P, . 
MAIN THEOREM. Let x be a rational-valued p-integral combination of irre- 
ducible characters of G. Then x is a p-integral combination of permutation characters 
of G I. and only if xs extends to an N,(x)-invariant p-integral combination of 
rationally represented characters of pz , for all PI-elements x of G. 
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To give some indication of our proof of the main theorem we must introduce 
the notion of a rational #-section. If (xj is a cyclic $-subgroup of G, the 
rational $-section S, is defined to be the set {g E G ] (g,,} w (CC)}, where N 
denotes G-conjugacy. We have shown in [4] using the results of Dress [l] that 
the characteristic function Is of S, is a p-integral combination of permutation 
characters of G. Therefore azclass function x on G is a p-integral combination 
of permutation characters if and only if xl, is for each rational #-section S, . 
This makes possible the reduction to p-gro(ps in the main theorem. The main 
theorem also leans heavily on the fact that all rationally represented characters 
of p-groups are generalized permutation characters. It should be mentioned 
that some of our ideas resemble those of Roquette [7], although he did not 
study generalized permutation characters and we do not use his results. 
In Section 3 of this paper we demonstrate the power of the main theorem by 
reproving the results of Rasmussen [6] on “faithful metacyclic groups.” The 
use of the main theorem makes our proof much shorter and easier, though 
perhaps less interesting, than his. 
Our main theorem certainly does not make it feasible to compute the general- 
ized permutation characters of any finite group. However, the computations 
are feasible in many non-trivial cases. For example, there should be no problem 
in applying our theorem to GL(2,@ or X(2,4). Furthermore there are numerous 
individual groups, the Mathieu group M,, for example, whose generalized 
permutation characters can be computed very quickly from the main theorem, 
but which are not covered by any previously known general results on generalized 
permutation characters. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Notatim Let G be a finite group and p a prime number. Following [6J 
Let f’(G), R(G), and Q(G) denote the rings of all integral combinations of 
permutation, rationally represented, and rational valued characters of G, 
respectively. One has P(G) C R(G) C Q(G). Let Z, be the ring of integers 
localized at p, and let P(G)B, R(G), , and Q(G), be the coefficient ring exten- 
sions of P(G), R(G), and Q(G) obtained by tensoring with Z, . If 0 is an algebraic 
number valued function on G, let C.S. 6 denote the sum of the algebraic conjugates 
of 0. If x is a $-element of G, the rational p’-section S, is defined in our intro- 
duction, as is xx for x E Q(G), . The p-groups P, and pz have also been defined 
in the introduction. 
Our main theorem is a fairly easy consequence of the following two results. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a p-group. Then R(P) = P(P). 
THEOREM 2. Let S, be a rational p’-section in G. Then the characteristic 
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function lxz lies in P(G), . In fact lSz = xi,j olijlg.(z :, for some oLij E Z, , P, C Px, 
and l.q:j C <x>. 
1 t 
Theorem 1 is known and can be deduced from Theorem 14.3 of Feit’s 
book [3] which is a slight generalization of a theorem of L. Solomon [8, Thm. 41. 
See [5]. 
I have proved Theorem 2 in [4], using the results of A. Dress [l, 21 on the 
prime ideals in the Burnside ring of a finite group. The results of L. Solomon 
on the Burnside algebra [9] were also used in the proof. 
We need three simple lemmas for the proof of the main theorem. The first 
is a basic fact about roots of unity which seems not to be well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let E, be a primitiwe nth root of 1. Then Trace(c,) = p(n), where 
TV is the Miibius function. 
Proof. This is well known when n is a prime power. For the general case, 
merely observe that Trace(e,) is a multiplicative function of 1~. 
LEMMA 2. Let x E Q(G), and let S, be a rationalp’-section of G. Set P = P, . 
Then xx E QP% - 
Proof. We can write x lPx(2) in the form xi Bi x (c.s. &) where the Bi lie in 
Q(P), and the hi are linear characters of (x) of different orders. This follows 
from the disjointness of cyclotomic fields generated by roots of unity of relatively 
prime order. From Lemma 1 we have 
xr = c (c.s. X,)(x) Oi = 1 Trace@,(x)) Bi 
i t 
LEMMA 3. Let x E Q(G), and let S, be a rational p’-section of G. Let 
N = N&x) and let T, be the rational p’-section of N which contains x. Then 
~1,~ E P(G), if and only ifxN1rz E P(N), . 
Proof. First suppose that ~1,~ E P(G), . Then (xl,,), E P(N), and so by 
Theorem 2 (~1,)~ I,= E P(N), . But T, C S, n N so (xlSJN lrz = xNIT, . 
Conversely suppose that xNITz E P(N), . Since (lT,)c = lsz, we have 
(XNb,)’ = x(b,)’ = X1sz 9 SO xlsz 6 P(G), . 
Proof of the main theorem. By Theorem 2 we have x E P(G), if and only if 
~1,~ E P(G), for all S, . Thus we need necessary and sufficient conditions for 
xl,= to lie in P(G), . By Lemma 3 we may assume that (x} Q G. We set P = P, 
and p = pz . Let G = Gl<x) and identify P and P with their images in G. 
First suppose that ~1,~ E P(G), . By Theorem 2, ~1,~ = Eli ,&lzk<,, + x0 
where /z& E Z, , P& C P, and x0 E P(G), vanishes on S, . Let x1 = Cle &lgk E 
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W), . Then x1 IP E R(h and since l~kCD#m) = l$Jp) for p E P we have 
xl(p) = x(p~) = x5(p) for p E P. Therefore xi 1~ is the desired extension of 
xs to WY, * 
Conversely suppose that xI extends to a G-invariant element 2 of R(P), . 
Let Inf g be i considered as an element of R(P(x)), and let Ext Inf 2 be the 
class function on G which agrees with Inf i on P(w) and vanishes off the con- 
jugates of P(X). This defines a class function on G because i is assumed to be 
G-invariant. One can show that Ext Inf i lies in Q(G), using Brauer’s charac- 
terization of characters, but that is not necessary for our proof. 
We claim that ~1,~ = (Ext Inf i) lS, . To show this it suffices to evaluate 
both sides at an element px E S, . In fact 
(x~s,,)(P~ = xdp) = i(p) = InfzW) = (Ext Inff)(zW. 
By Theorem 2 we have 
xl, = (Ext Infi) IS, = (Ext Inff) 2 ar..lG. (i,i l3 w.,) 
By Theorem 1 each 2 Ipj E P(PJ, so Infpj~pj~zo(~ lpj) lies in P(Pj(xi)), , so 
XL, E P(G), - 
We now obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for xz (notation as in the 
main theorem) to extend to a (not necessarily N&x)-invariant) element of 
R(P), in terms of the irreducible complex constituents of x2 . For simplicity 
we assume that p.JP, is cyclic, which will suffice for the applications in the 
next section. 
DEFINITIONS. Let P be a p-group. Let e be the exponent of P and let Qe be 
the cyclotomic field generated by a primitive eth root of 1. Define & = 
p x WQJQ>. F or any N 4 P there is an obvious action of & on Irr(N). 
If 4 E Irr(N) define orb(+) to be the orbit of + under G. Also define I(+) to be 
the inertial subgroup of 4 in P. Finally, if x is an irreducible complex character 
of any group, let m(x) denote the rational Schur index of x. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P be a p-group and let P a p with p/P cyclic. Let 19 
be a %zvariant element of Q(P), . Then 19 = xi ai orb(&) where ai E Z, and 
Ei E Irr(P) with distinct Ei not equivalent under &. For 8 to extend to R(P)z, it is 
necessary and su@ient that for each i, li have an extension rli to I([J such that 
m(qia) 1 orb(T orb([Jl divides ai in Z, . 
Proof. Clearly 0 extends to R(p), if and only if each ai orb([J does. We 
therefore assume 0 = a(orb([)) for some a E Z, and some [ E Irr(P). 
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I f  a(orb(5)) extends to R(p), it has an extension of the form b(orb(x)) for 
some b E 2, and x E Irr(P). A n extension &orb(x)) of a(orb(6)) lies in R(p), 
if and only if m(x) divides b. Any such x is of the form $ where 71 is an extension 
of f  to I([). We therefore need to calculate orb(vB)lp . 
We first calculate orb(&]r(c) . Since orb(T is a positive multiple of 
orb(v) and (vB JItE) , 7) = 1, we have orb($))I(E) = orb(T). Thus orb($)lp = 
orb(T)lp, so the proposition follows from the fact that orb(v)lp is a positive 
multiple of orb(f). 
3. FAITHFUL METACYCLIC GROUPS 
In this section we will derive the results of Rasmussen [6] on metacyclic 
groups as an application of our main theorem. More specifically, we will obtain 
results equivalent to those of Sections 3 and 4 of his paper. Since our techniques 
have almost nothing in common with his, our results also take quite a different 
form and we have not undertaken the nontrivial task of proving that our results 
agree with his. In contrast to [6], our approach makes it possible to avoid the 
heavy use of generators and relations. We are more interested in this section 
in testing the power of our main theorem than in studying metacyclic groups 
for their own sake. Accordingly the discussion will be more informal than in 
Section 2 and we will alter the notation of [6] to conform with our own notation. 
The basic setup involves a metacyclic group G = <a, 6) with (a) Q G 
and C,(u) = (a). Let h be a faithful linear character of ;:a>. Then hG is irre- 
ducible. Let x = C.S. hG and define n(x) to be the least positive integer such 
that n(x)x E P(G). 
We wish to find no , the p-part of n(x). By Proposition 3.1 of [6J which 
has a three line proof, we may assume that [G : (a)] is a power of p. Write 
G = &.I,~;’ where p is a p-Sylow of G and a,~ is the $-part of a. 
For each subgroup (x> of (a,,) we must analyze the function xs defined on 
Cp(.r) by xX(p) = x(p~). Since non-conjugate elements of p do not fuse in G, 
the “No<.r j-invariance” condition of the main theorem is automatically satisfied 
for any rational&-section S, . We therefore need only consider the “extendibility 
to R(p)," condition. 
Note that x vanishes off \.:a) and for p.r E <:a), where p is a p-element and x 
is a p’-element, we have 
x(P”9 = UC-S. MPMC.S. ~,~)@9) 
where & and h,, have the obvious meaning. Let a, be an element of <:a,,) of 
maximal square free order. Then Cp(u,J = Cp(u,,) and, using Lemma 1 of 
Section 2, one sees that xr IcO,) is an integral multiple of xa, IcaD) for all ‘,xj 
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in (a,,). Thus it suffices to find the least integral multiple of xa, which extends 
to R(p), . We set 8 = xa,. 
The next step is to determine Cp(a,,) = C$(a,). I f  Cp(a,,) # ::a,>., then 
Cp(u,) = (a,), since p/I<a,> is cyclic and acts faithfully on {a). We now apply 
Proposition 1, assuming that Ca(u,) = (a,). Each complex irreducible con- 
c stituent of 0 is algebraically conjugate to h,a (“L) and its inertial subgroup in p 
is just Cp(u,,). Therefore, in the notation of Proposition 1, f  = 7 and orb(t) = 
orb(q), so n(x)= is the Schur index of hDB. 
We proceed to calculate m(/\,‘), still assuming Cp(a,) = (a,). We assume 
p = 2. Let Qa denote the cyclotomic field generated by an 1 a, [th root of 1. 
The subgroup H of Gal(Q,/Q) induced by the action of p/(u,> on the faithful 
linear characters of /a,) either does or does not have an automorphism moving 
(- 1)lj2. I f  H does contain such an automorphism 0 then / H 1 = 2 because H 
is cyclic and u is not the square of another automorphism. If H does not contain 
an automorphism moving (- 1)lj2 then a positive integral multiple of (- 1)1/2 
is a value of AD’, so by [3, 14.41 m(&,‘) = 1. In the case when / H 1 = 
[p : (u,>] = 2, m(hDP) = 2 if and only if P is generalized quaternion. In sum- 
mary, when Cp(a,) = (;a,), n(x), = 1 except when [p : ~{a,‘,] = 2 and P is 
generalized quaternion, in which case n(x),, = 2. 
It remains to consider the case Cp(a,T) = <a,:;. In this case Proposition 1 
yields that n(x& is the minimum value of m(yG) 1 orb(q orb(&) as 7 ranges 
over all extensions of & to I(h,) = Cp(a,), an abelian group. Since 7 is linear, 
I orb(rl orb&J = [Q(T) : Q(X,)l[p : Np(ker T)], 
since elements of P produce algebraic conjugates of 17 if and only if they nor- 
malize ker 7. We therefore have three factors to determine: [Q(v) : Q(h,)], 
[p : Np(ker v)], and m(&. 
We first do this under the (more difficult) case that <a,) n (b) f 1, where 
p = (a, 3 bj. The first factor is 17 l/l h, ] w ic is independent of the choice h’ h 
of 77 because I 17 1 = max( / a, I, I C$(a,) n (b)l). 
The factor [p : Np(ker y)] is again independent of the choice of 7. One 
sees this from the fact that ker 7 = (al&l) where u1 E (a,), 6, E ‘b), and 
I aI I = lb, I = Ita,> n @)I I C&N rl 1. Of course, the precise value of 
[P : Np(ker T)] is then easy to determine. 
As for m(&, one has m(& = 1 unless [P : Cp(u,)] = 2 by an argument 
given above. Assuming that [p : Cp(a,)] = 2, one has q’(l) = 2, so by the 
first paragraph of [lo], m(~‘) = 2 precisely when &ker(Ta) is generalized 
quaternion. If  this happens then Cp(a,)/ker($) is cyclic so ker(7’) = ker(v) 
is a complement to /a,) in Cp(a,) and ker(qa) C Z(P). There must be an element 
of the form bW which generates ker($). Conjugating by b and using the fact 
that b2ai E Z(P), and P/ker($) is generalized quatemion, we obtain b2ai = bza-i, 
so a2i = 1 and b4 = 1, since b4 E ker 7, ker(q) n (a,) = 1, and (b) n (a,> f 1. 
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This implies that [2” : {a,,,] = 2 and P is generalized quaternion, a case we 
have already discussed. In summary, the factor rn(~~) is 1 when Cp(a,) + (a,). 
Finally in the case Cp;(a,) # (uJ and (a,) n !b) = 1, we can take ker(v) C 
(b) with Q(q) = Q&J, ker(T) Q P, and ~$7’) = 1, so no = 1. 
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